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This invention‘relates to brushes and more par 
ticularly to a type of brush adapted to have asso 
ciated therewith a cake of‘solid soap in such a 
manner that the soap and ‘brush form a substan 

5 tially unitary scrubbing unit. 
One object of this invention is the provision of 

a brush of such character which will be relatively 
simple to manufacture and having a minimum 
production cost. 

10 An additional object is the provision of a brush 
adapted to accommodate any one of a variety of 
sizes of cakes of soap in such a manner that the 
brush and soap as a unit may be utilized by a 
bather as necessary. , ‘ . ’ w 

15 ~ As conducive to a clearer understanding of this 
invention it may be here pointed outthat numer 
ous types of soap now on‘the market are of a 
sinkable or nonbuoyant character and tend there 
fore to become invisible 'under the surface of the 

20 Water during the bath of an individual. Addi 
tionally it frequently so happens that in bathing 
the operations of soaping and subsequent scrub 
bing of the body entail a needless and unneces 
sary exertion on the part of the individual. 

25 It is an object of this invention to provide a 
bathing brush of such a character as to preclude 
all possibility of temporary misplacement or loss ‘ 
of the soap while bathing and further to ‘provide a 
brush of such a character that the soaping and 

30 scrubbing of the individual may be accomplished 
in a single operation. 
A still further object of this invention is the 

provision of a brush which provides in and of 
itself a container of soap in such manner as to 

35' obviate the necessity of the provision of a sepa 
rate drainage receptacle for soap at the termina 
tion of the bath. 
Other objects will in part be obvious and in 

part pointed out hereinafter. 
40 The invention accordingly consists in the com 

binations of elements, arrangements of parts and 
features of construction, all as will be more fully. 
pointed out hereinafter and disclosed in the ac 
companying drawing, wherein: 

45 Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a brush 
embodying the inventive concept, . 
Figure 2 is a bottom elevational view of the 

brush shown in Figure 1, 
Figure 3 is a sectional view along the line 3—3 

50 of Figure 2 as viewed from the top disclosing the 
brush having a cake of soap assembled in oper 
ative relation therewith, 

Figure 4 is a side sectional view of a structure 
embodying a modi?ed form of the inventive con 

55 cept. 

Having particular reference nowto Figure 1 
there isgenerally indicated at [0 a handle of any 
conventional design provided with a plurality of 
tufts of bristles ll which may be securedthereto, 
as best shown in‘ Figure 3, by insertion in suitable 5 
recesses l2 in the handle portion!!! of the brush. 

Bristles l l are arranged, as better shown in 
Figure 2, in the peripheral band about exterior 
‘annular edge of handle I l soas to provide a suit 
able space or aperture l3 (see Figures 2 and 73), of 10 
a size adapted ‘to accommodate an average sized 
cake of conventional‘bath soap25 (see Figure 3). ' 
Theunder surface of handle portion I6 is pro 
vided‘ with a plurality'of striations or corruga 
tions I4, 
Figure 2, take the form of angularly disposed re 
cesses l5 separating the under surface of handle 
l0 adjacent aperture l3 into a series of relatively: 
large blocks l6.. Blocks l6 are so formed as to 
provide relatively sharp protruding corners ‘to 20, 
effect interengagement with a cake of soap when 
the same is placed thereupon and are of sufficient 
cross sectional area to preclude the'possibility of 
inadvertent breakage of the same as would be the 
case were the blocks of smaller dimension. 25 
A modi?ed form of construction‘ is shown in 

Figure 4 wherein a handle l0’ accommodates a 
plurality of tufts of bristles ll’ inserted in suit 
able apertures I2' the tufts of bristles being ar 
ranged in a peripheral band similar to that of 30 
the bristles shown in the preceding modi?cation. 
In the form shown in Figure 4 however, a slight 
recess 20 is cut into the inner surface of handle 
l0’ and in recess 20 are disposed a plurality of 
pins 2| having enlarged heads 22 which serve a 35 
purpose analogous to that of blocks l6 and 
grooves l5 of the previously discussed modi?ca 
tion. ' 

From the descriptions given above the operation 
of the device of the instant invention should be 40 
readily understood. Soap 25, as best shown in 
Figure 3, is inserted in aperture I3 and placed 
?rmly therein in such manner that blocks I6 en 
gage the upper or adjacent surface of soap 25 in ~ 
such manner as to hold the same in related as- 45 
sembly therewith. After the soap is wet it 'will 
be readily understood that by the normal soften 
ing process occasioned to the soap by the solvent 
action of water the interengagement of grooves 
[5, blocks l6 and soap 25 will become relatively 50 
?xed in such manner that the engagement will 
be maintained throughout the active-period of 
existence of the soap before dissolution of the 
same. In case of the modi?cation of Figure 4 a 
similar procedure is observed save that in this 65v 

corrugations l4 may,_as best shown in 15 f 
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2" 
case soap 25 is impaled upon pins 2|, enlarged 
heads 22 of which serve to maintain the same in 
rigid related assembly therewith. 
In the use of the device therefore the operator 

or bather need only position the soap in the 
manner above described and consequently utilize 
the brush in the normal manner incident to the 
use of scrubbing brushes whereby to- effect a 
soaping and at the same time a scrubbing motion 
with respect to the area, so treated, Gltgwill be: 
understood that soap 2:51afterimmersion in water.’ 
will act in the manner normal to soap and dif-' 
fuse a certain portion of its exterior constituents.’ 
to the surrounding tufts of bristles II in such 
manner that the said tufts will become thor-f'; 
oughly impregnated with the solventsubstance 
of the soap and thus effect a simultaneous soap"~ " 
ing and scrubbing actionvupon ,the area‘; so: 
scrubbed. 

It will thus be seen that there is provided?'fin 
the invention vhereinbeforev described .a bathing 
brush accomplishing the objects of ‘this inven 
tion as well as others. of'great. practical impor 
tance, it being understood. that upon termination 
of the bath‘ the bather need not-remove thesoap 
‘25 from receptacle 13 but “may merely»by.posi-,, 
tioning handle l?upon a suitable surfaceprovide 
aneffective drainagereceptacle for soap 25, the 
liquid‘residue of which, it will béunderstoodQwill . 
rflow through the apertures between'the tufts of 

' ~bristles l I, thus obviating the necessity for asep 

40 

arate soap dish 'or other analogous receptacle. 
Additionally in the use of the brush as previ- i 
ously pointed out, ‘it will be'readily understood 

. .that in one comparatively simple operation the 
bather may accomplish both the soaping and‘ 
scrubbing actions normally requisite .to bathing 
in asingle simple operation. 
While in the foregoing thehbrush of the l 

stant invention has been described primarilyas a. 
"brush adapted to be utilized .for the bathhit'will 
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be readily understood that the same may be used 
for a variety of purposes, as, for example, a floor 
or scrub brush, a brush for washing furniture or 
analogous articles, or a brush for the scrubbing of 
livestock. 
As many embodiments may be made of the 

above invention and as many modi?cations may 
be made in the embodiment herein set forth 
and shown in the accompanying drawing, it is to 
beunderstodd that .all matterlhereinbefore shown 
or“'1dis‘clo;sedl?is fitogfbe interpreted as illustrative 
and not in a limiting sense; ' ‘ 

._ ,tlgclaim as my invention: 
‘1. In a device of the character described, in 

',’combination, a handle portion, bristles secured to 
,saidhandle. portion in a band forming an aper 
ture’ for themece‘ptibn of a pre-formed cake of 
*soapuaiisurfaceppi said handle portion exposed 
“in saidaperture having a plurality of trans 
versely‘cuv‘grooves therein forming rigid pro 
jectionsadapted_,_to,have said'cake-of soap im 
paled thereon: to ; secure ‘the .same in related as 
sembly to saidhandle and. said bristles. 

2. .Ina device of .the character described, a 
handle" portion, bristles se'curedin and projecting 
outwardly. from - a surface of saidhandle portion 
in aband. forming- an aperture for reception of 
apreforl‘nedcakeohsoap, spaced rigid soap an 
choring projections on" the surface of the handle 
portion exposed-in said aperture and extending 
in'substantially parallel‘relation to the surround 
ing bristles, ‘said ‘rigid projections being adapted 
to havela pre‘formedfcake of .soapimpaled thereon 
to secure the soap'iii related. assembly to the 
handleandbristlesr _ > , ' e _ 

"3. The structure de?ned in claim 2 in which 
said‘ rigid projectionsfhaye relatively small cross 
sectional dimensions‘ and are provided at their 
freeends' with enlarged anchoring heads. 
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